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Case Summary
A mid-rise hotel in Tampa, Florida had recently undergone a sale. The new owner, who 
was changing flags, was updating the Furniture, Fixtures, and Equipment (FF&E) to meet 
the brand standards for the new flag. This 400+-room hotel, located in a commercial 
district of Tampa, was fairly basic in design, with a corporate feel. Though there were 
no major influential factors present that would elevate the probability of a mold and 
moisture problem (such as being located next to a large body of water), the hotel was 
unexpectedly impacted by a severe mold problem behind new vinyl wall covering (VWC) 
during the renovation process.

What makes this particular case study so interesting is the fact that the Property Con-
dition Assessment (PCA) had not detected any mold in the building, nor had the con-
struction team observed any mold as renovations began. The mold was only discovered 
after the new VWC had been installed. Ironically, even though the mold growth was new, 
the root cause of the problem could be traced back to a decision made just prior to the 
purchase.

The mold problem was introduced during the first renovation phase, in the first wing of the 
first floor. Within a week of the walls being finished with a skim coat and new VWC, mold 
was found growing behind the new vinyl. This was a bewildering development, as there 
had been no mold issues up until this point, and the construction team had followed the 
manufacturer’s guidelines for the drying and installation of the new finishes. The general contractor had worked with Liberty Building Fo-
rensics Group (Liberty) many times before, and didn’t hesitate to request our services, knowing that we could solve this problem quickly. 
Liberty understood the urgency of a hotel renovation schedule and the threat that extended room outages posed and promptly responded 
to the distress call by beginning an investigation.

Challenge
Liberty was under pressure to quickly solve the problem so that it would not progress when the construction team moved to the next floor, 
thereby increasing costs for the client due to unanticipated remediation efforts and extended room outages. We began by looking at the 
HVAC system. By examining the vertical air conditioning (VTAC) units in each of the guest rooms, we were able to trace the duct to the 
outdoor air intake, but then couldn’t find where the outdoor air was brought into each of the guest rooms from the exterior.

Through conversing with the owner and the general contractor, Liberty learned that the exterior of the building had been given a paint job

Even though the mold growth was found be-
hind the newly installed VWC the root cause 
could be traced back to a decision made just 

before the purchase of the hotel.



by the previous owner prior to the hotel sale. In doing so, the painting contractor had 
painted over the old louvered screens. Though this action had been requested by the 
previous owner to make the building look more appealing, the screens were in fact how 
the outdoor air

was introduced into each of the guest rooms. The paint had sealed the screens shut 
and altered the amount of outdoor air coming in, thus causing the vents to no longer 
meet the design requirements for the VTAC unit. This design change was causing the 
now-oversized units to short cycle, dropping the temperature very quickly without ade-
quately dehumidifying the rooms.

The general contractor, wall-prep contractor, and vinyl contractor had carried out their 
usual processes of skimming the wall, allowing three days to dry, then continuing with 
VWC installation. Due to the increased humidity, however, the skim coat did not dry 
within the manufacturer’s normal recommended dry time. The typical three days recom-
mended by the manufacturer meant under conditions where the hotel was operating at 
50 percent humidity and 75℉. Instead, the hotel was now operating closer to 70 percent 
humidity and 75℉, making three days of dry time insufficient. As a result, the moisture 

from the undried skim coat was closed in by the new vinyl wall covering, creating an envi-
ronment that was very conducive for mold growth. 

Solution
Liberty temporarily deployed supplemental dehumidifiers to allow the construction team to continue with their three-day planned work 
schedule. Meanwhile, we conducted further evaluations to determine whether the blocked vents were the only issue causing the mold 
problem. We were able to confirm that, in fact, this change to the original design was the only causative issue. The previous owner’s deci-
sion to paint the screens rather than replace them had led to a mold problem that could have been catastrophic for this new owner if the 
mold had not been detected early on in the renovation process. 

The options for long-term solutions that LBFG provided were quite simple: either introduce new equipment to pressurize the corridor in or-
der to provide the proper dehumidification, or return to the original building design by fixing the vents. The new owner opted for the easier 
and less expensive option by fixing the exterior vents and restoring the building back to its original design. 

The recent paint project had sealed the outdoor air 
vents to the VTACs causing toilet exhaust-induced 

air infiltration to enter the room and wall cavity 
directly and wash behind the newly installed VWC.
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Result
Although this hotel’s mold problem had been caused by a simple (though amateur) mistake, it had evolved into a complex issue through a 
series of events. Fortunately, due to the pre-existing relationship that the general contractor had with Liberty, we were able to get involved 
as soon as the mold made its appearance, and addressed the issue before it got out of control. This kept the renovation project moving 
forward on schedule and prevented any future mold outbreaks.

Although this hotel’s mold problem had been caused by a simple mistake, 
it had evolved into a complex issue through a series of events.
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